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Sunday, October 16th SUNY Delhi hosted a Of course I only had an hour break because I
Dierks Bentley concert to raise money for the was the biggest Dierks Bentley fan. I wanted
Hurricane Relief Fund. The concert was a suc¬ to come back to help move in the band, and be
cess! Every one who attended enjoyed them¬ the first person to talk to Dierks. After about an
selves and I didn't hear one complaint. I have hour of hiding on the tour bus Dierks finally
been working very closely with the Hurricane came out. I was so excited maybe we could
Relief Committee and therefore it was very even use the word "psyco-ly obsessed". When
important to me for this concert to be a suc¬ he came out he tuned his guitars and then
cess.
helped the rest of the band get set up. I was so
excited, I was literally four feet away from
This was a proprietary event, meaning; we him. He was really nice and told us all that he
provide the labor and the venue the band or would make sure he left time to do autographs
artists comes in and receives the money made and pictures for everyone after the sound
at the door. We received $2 for every ticket check, although he never had the chance.
which was presented at the concert, received
10 % of the tee-shirt sales and $300 in conces¬ This is where the title "Jerks Bentely" comes
sion sales (thanks to CADI for donating the in.... The concert started which was absolutely
drinks.) I have worked on the Student Pro¬ amazing, we had people packed into the com¬
gramming Board before and this was by far the mons, and a girl even threw her "little white
biggest concert that I had ever helped with. My tank-top"" up on stage during the song "What
self along with about twenty-two other people, Was I Thinking".
On

he got on stage

with his little red solo cup, and
again when the lead singer for Cross Canadian
brought him another solo cup. Nearing the end
of the concert I had to work.stage security,
making sure that no one got behind the guard
rails.
After the

encore

knew that

was

I

was

very

the time that

excited because I
all going

we were

get to have a chance to meet the bands and
talk to them and get autographs and our teeshirts. When the lights went on fin- the com¬
to

mons we were

ken down

all in

that

so

a

we

rush to get

Dierks, But when the time
all

packed

up

the stage bro¬
time with

could get more
came

when

"Jerks Bentley"
(Continued

we were

on pg

2)

members of SPB and the Hurricane Relief

Committee, arrived at Farrell hall at 6:45 on Speaking from a back stage point of view, eve¬
Saturday morning ready to work. At 7:00 we rything was running smoothly, until it was time
began setting up the lights and sound when the for Dierks to go on stage. We couldn't find him

equipment showed up. We finished anywhere we were looking on his bus in his
lights and sound at about 11:30 am changing room, in the other changing rooms;
and were able to have a break. Some people well needless to say he was "hanging out" in
had a break until 4:00pm and some had to be the Cross Canadian Ragweed tour bus. As most
back in an hour.
people could tell he was "feeling good" when

crew

and

setting

up

Santoro Knows Best
By: Matt Santoro

line is sometimes

the situation. Fellas don't be

when

signals

things just get too confusing
people play all these games for all these dif¬

ferent

This article is what I like to call the Battle of the

Everyone has an agenda when they first start to

Sexes. We talk about who

a "hit it and get rid
People sometimes find it
hard to believe that a member of the opposite sex
just may want to be just friends, this I feel is rare,
but don't rule out the possibility completely. Let's
take a club/bar/party scene for an example. Every¬
one is dancing, drinking and trying to either have a
good time or pick someone up. Let's stop for one
second and get something straight. Starting with
the guys, just because a girl says hi and starts to
talk to you does not mean you're getting some
tonight. Be "a gentleman!! Do not take this moment
to say "YESSS she wants me." Bottom line guys,
this is not always the case. Ladies, you know the
vibe is easily picked up that you want to hook up,
so if that is not your agenda in a nice way make
that clear so that later you don't say "he was all
over me" or "why did he expect something?" You
have to remember this is a party scene we're in
college and people hook up all the time for no rea¬

We all have

runs

who, guys or girls.

and make the one gen¬
der look more superior than the other or vise versa.
The question is who is better at the game guys or
girls?
our

ways to try

We all know that guys are

called ""players," "man

whores," and whatever else you girls like to call us

hate on the game we play. Is it jealousy?
Maybe we just don't know what the hell were do¬
ing. I feel like sometimes, in special cases, you
just get beat in the mind game of flirting or work¬
ing our magic.
when you

On the

flip side

woman get

called "flirts," "sluts,"

"teases," and many other things that I wont say at
this time. A lot of the time the

jealousy is on our
of rejection or the simple fact we just
can't hang with the mind games. Let's be honest
for a minute, we all know that females are the
master of the mind games. Not to say some of us
fellas can't get on our own grind at times. Bottom

part because

talk to

of it"

son

someone.

or

Whether it be

something

and don't

are

change that
next day.

reasons.

even

more.

remember it sometimes. Do not

jump to the conclusion that he's a dirt bag, control

a

dirt bag. Mixed

picked up all the tine let's try to
there is less drama and tumors the

so

Now if we're

talking about two people that want
a one night stand things can get
tricky. We all play games that we know will tell us
what we want to know about the other person and
confirm if they are relationship material. This is
fine, were all entitled to do what we have to do to
find out things that make us feel comfortable
enough to get to a higher level with someone. My
feelings are; do what you need to do, but think
wisely. Play the wrong game and that person may
be out or get really confused or upset. Be fair some
people are dumb and don't see the signs in front of
them you may have to spell it out.
little

more

than

Whether it is guys or girls that run this game its all
about in how you do it. Some play.fair others
don't. All I know is at some point you have got to
be real and let them know what's

your mind.
things don't work out they way we
want them to. Remember there is plenty of fish in
the sea; don't hate the player hate the game... Kids
Play With Care... I'm Out....

Sometimes
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Jerks

Bentley;

Behind the

scenes

(Continued from

pg

1)

As the semester

i

follow students

in the tour bus with Cross Canadian

the politics of the Dierks Bentley
people went haywire. First we were supposed to
receive 25% of the t-shirt sales, and then they took
us down to 5%. In the end we
negotiated to receive
10% of the t-shirt sales to go to the Hurricane Re¬
lief Fund. The other unfortunate thing that went
wrong is that at last count we had sold 1200 tickets.
That was good news until we found out that we
only got the $2 for each ticket presented at the
door, the promoters counted 940 tickets at the door.
If you were at the concert you would know that
there were more then 940 people in the Commons.
very

were no

"sneak-ins" because

we ran

tight security.

Questions asked

i

1. What semester

(

2. What is

really unfortunate to see people be so greedy
ungrateful for all of the effort that our stu¬
dents have put into the concert. But on behalf of the
so

members of the Hurricane Katrina Relief Commit¬
tee thank you to all of the people who contributed,
we

raised

over

$2,500 for Hurricane victims

as

single event.

5. Mac

vs.

6. Is there

this

Sunday, October 30
Turn your
1 ^
1
^

:>

clocks
BACK
ONE
■

HOUR

by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Q}

:
are you

&
^
^

in?

A

major?

^

think about our campus?
think of the town Delhi?

Farrell?

anything

we

could change

or

add to the

campus to

make

your

day to day

life here better?
7. How do you find most people on campus to
8. How involved are you on campus?

I

Jason McPhail

1. Second semester
2. CIS

alright, little small
Quiet

5. Farrell

►6. Smoking in dorms allowed
>7. Pretty friendly

}8. Getting involved

|Roshelle Richardson

Second semester
12. Liberal Arts
[3. "Its Delhi"
p 1.

|4.*laugh*
"Its Delhi"
^5. Farrell, Mac is repulsive
Let

responsible people have
^pets in their dorms
► 7. Majority of student body is
► friendly
► 8. Peer educator, orientation
►

|Azareal McCarthy
k

1. Transfer, first semester here

12. Hospitality
.3.
4.

*5.

Party school
Boring, incomplete town
Farrell

*6. All dorms be set up like
►Catskill
► 7. Some are very friendly and ~
► some just aren't at all
^8. BSU, VIP Choir, night hostling

:

be like towards you?

—|

s

3. its
4.

*6.

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
TIME ENDS

2 2005

your

3. What do you
4. What do you

on,

campus

►

It is

and

moves

on

>

Needless to say

We know there

the members of Campus Voice would like to know how our
feel about our school and campus. So I interviewed random
students around campus to see how they feel about their life here at Delhi.

i

Ragweed
probably drinking again and was just too busy to
come out and give the people who had worked so
hard a thank you. Later his manager came over to
us and told us that Dierks had
already gone to bed.
All of the people who worked 19 hours that day
were extremely disappointed to get the news that
we weren't
getting autographs, and then more bad
news, we weren't getting t-shirts either.
was

1

who

Bobby Jankowski
1. First

2. Golf course management
3. FUN

T

4. Small and creepy
5. Farrell

U

6.

7.

Friendly
Very little

8. N/A

D
E

Shamecca

Holloway

1. Third semester
2. CIS

3. Needs better

N

dorms,

so no onej

stays in classrooms
4. Needs

a

small mall for

college^

students without cars...and to W

T

increase jobs

in the

area

9

^
£
^
end, and the food places need to
^
be open past 8pm Midnight
^
should be
5. Neither

A
N
S

6. BETTER FOOD, CADI
should be open over the week-

open all week long Li-^k
brary open all the time
7. Student body is friendly but
some

W

staff come off racist

8. VIP

Choir, Boxing

Dan Park

E
R

1. Second semester

2. Electrical

3. Small

:
s

4. "Ewww"
5. Farrell
6. N/A
7.

Friendly
Not

involved, goes to class

J
•
^
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"Krazy

13 Bat stat
14 Author Wiesel

Elevator man
Praise
Comic bit
Showed

leniency
23 Comical

42

C

36

40

O

accessory
32

O N

.

55

42

Possibly was

45 Cronkite's

Mishap

51 Roll-call

2

Inauguration

reply

52 Eurasian

range
53 "Humbug!"
54 Exam format

company
5 Indone-sian
volcano
6 Regis and

Kelly's net¬
work

56 James Bond,

7

Spasms
© 2005

product I heartily recommend.
Already, over sixty thousand customers have
collected double their money back."

Just like Cats & Voqs

7

56

30

Koppel or
Kennedy
Boy who cried 33 real

Ritzy part of

9

nowhere man'

wolf, e.g.
10 Carnival

36

attraction
11

Requirement

Comparison

38 Constrictor
40 Londoner's

24

of

43 Beige
Impel
Copper head? 44 Society newbies
Stocky horse

25
26 San Francisco 46 Medal earner
47 History chap¬
carrier
ters
27 Bergen's
48 Hinge (on)
dummy
50 Siesta
29 Retainer

King Features Synd., Inc.

— THEATER
F

FDBY

HDBYWTR

PMK

WUSQOMK

1 OFDBZXR

WUSQONLJUHFYDGE

by Pave T. Phipps

1

YOU'VE GOT GREAT TASTE SIR, BUT
THE SHIRT YOU WANT TO TRY ON

1

54

MAGIC MAZE •

a

k■

■

46

L.A.

22

production

55 Tackle-box
item

"Here's

48

■

last letter
17 Make up your
42 First king
mind
Israel
19 Expenditure

recitation
3 Tend texts
4 Ball/Arnaz

successor

49

■I
8

eg-

35 Recedes
57 Inquisitive
37 Took
39 Columnist
DOWN
Smith
1 Noah's pas¬
41 Uncomplicated
sengers

By Dick Wingcrt

47

34

Liberty's hand¬

ful
34 Witness

E

■
50

52

■

■41
44

43

Feathery

30

38

37

49

24 Inure

31

U

33

Conway
28 Breach

1

■
■

28

■

32

■39

29

f

I

27

35

11

23

22

26

31

21 Goldbrick

N

25

10

20

I21
24

17

1■|

19

18

9

I8

r
L

15

waters

15
16
18
20

'

6

4

12

8 Farm building
12 Test the

P

AjId

3

2

a

way

Answers
A

1

Kicked, in

CESENI

HCT AYTNWP

R V

S

T

L(V AUDEVILLE)

A E

S

T

E T Q

IS FROM OUR LADIES DEPARTMENT.

P O R T N N A R

LPNMRKT

I

OAEUHCT

EV

I

RDCMB

FEON

I

1

O

ZHYLIWEELVUMMSR

SRQPLDPTE
NMLJ

I

VOMUY

IOHSLOBC1MS

Find the listed words in the

forward, backward,

up.

diagram. They run tn all directions

down and diagonally.
Street

Apollo

Drive-in

Musical

Bolshoi

Home

Operating

Summer

Community

Little

Outdoor

Vaudeville

Dinner

Movie

Repertory

©2005 by King Features Syndicate. Inc. World rights reserved.
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Wham, Bam, Thank You Mam, They're Back!
In the last issue
to

Kenny & Jackie provided vital information relating to the Do's & Don'ts of all your back
ready to

school needs. In this edition, they bring you even tougher subjects with even more sass. So get
throw out those Lee Press-On nails because it's Do's and Don'ts Strike Back!

When Was

How Low Can You Go?

Mullet Patrol

My Last Pedicure?

OF

CHAMPIONS!
Socks with Sandals?

Kenny Says: Get With It! Ok, I know

Sagging Jeans?
Jackie Says: Not A Chance! In
1996, I remember thinking how
fashionable it

was

most of you

out there realize that open

to wear your sag¬

ging jeans off of your arse. How¬
ever, last time I checked more and
more
belts have been produced
since then. So please do yourself a
favor and purchase one. Jeans are
made to cover your Cash and
Prizes; if you want to show off your
goodies then you might as well pur-

meant for

just that,
Why in your right mind
would you wear anything such as flip
flops or Birkenstock sandals with a pair
of socks? Here's an idea, buy some
sneakers. Let's not end up like Greenie!

toed footwear

was

OPEN TOES!

Real

Mullets?

Kenny & Jackie Say: Unless you
in the casting process for Joe

are

Dirt 2, or are planning a trashy Hal¬
loween ensemble, cut those mullets

off! Dawn

obviously had

a

FlOW-

malfunction, which affected

BEE

her whole
come

family. Don't let this be¬
nightmare. Throw out

your

the FLOWBEE and those mullets,

please invest in

or

a

hair dresser.

Fake, Don't make the mistake!
Kenny Say: Stop The Insanity: We've all seen it, Steven
Talan fall for Kristin, Kristin swears she
doesn't like him, Now she's all over Jess's new crush, Steven still does¬

Jackie &

loves Kristin, Kristin hates L.C.,
n't

give

up on Kristin, and Kristin's still a skank. Give it up! If you still
this show, you are truly pathetic. Season one may have held a

tune into

cliffhangers, but when will we all realize that Laguna Beach is full of
than the Milli Vanilli of reality television? This
marathon of rich kids who have no lives has to stop! How long can we
listen to them complain about how bad their lives are, when they strut
around with Louis Vuitton, and Gucci? Give us a break and do yourself a
favor, shut this crap off!
few

actors who are no more

TRIVIA TEST
By Fifi Rodriquez

6. TELEVISION: What

"Lost in
1. THEATER: What

was

the last musical written

by the duo of

Rodgers and Hammerstein?
Tqffler publish his landmark

book "Future Shock"?

7. MYTHOLOGY: What

3. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: Tarot cards are used in what line

4. ENTERTAINERS: Who

was

dubbed "the last of the red hot

mamas"?
5. HISTORY: Who founded the Rhode Island

colony in 1636?

was

name

of the family on TV's

the profession

of the legendary

Bunyan?

8. GEOGRAPHY: What is the
an

of work?

the last

SpacS"?

character Paul

2. LITERATURE: When did Alvin

was

only New England state without

Atlantic coastline?

9. LANGUAGE: What is

a

10. MUSIC: Which female

called

postern?

singer released

a

best-selling album

"Tapestry"?
(Answers pg5)

Let the

What better

news

could

someone

something new starting? So guess
your lucky day and ours too.
SUNY Delhi Grilling Society has
officially been associated with the

that of

what, it's
now

school. What does this entail? The Grill¬

ing Society Club has been set up for three
major reasons:
1.
2.

3.

Fundraising, what club doesn't par¬
ticipate in this activity anyway?
Catering to the school and community
Just plan old fun!!

Honestly, who doesn't have fun while
grilling a nice big steak, burger, or vegeta¬
bles for you vegetarians because even that
is good off the grill. Now getting a little
more

curious about this

new

Fund.

liams the first official Vice President. The

open,
and smells of this new club. This

idea for this

hear, but

club?

peeled, your ears
noise cleared for the sights sounds

brains of this

operation are Eric Turkell,
the first official President and Ryan Wil¬

Grilling Begin

By: Eric Turkell

The

5
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new

club

came

about after

grilling competition on the
Food Network, where grilling societies
from other schools were competing.

watching

a

Keep

just for us,
we

your eyes

so come join or just

is not

enjoy what

do!!!

Rain? Snow? Wind?
Does not matter!!!

recruiting an Executive Board, Sec¬
retary Danae Camba, Treasurer Toni
Bederka, Senator Kim Crossgrove, and
Public Relations Matt Santoro, a constitu¬
After

We will still be chillin' and

Look for the SUNY Delhi

grillin'
Grilling

Society between Gerry and Dubois
Also look for flyers

^

formed, presented, and now ap¬
proved to begin officially. How would

tion

was

complete without an ad¬
Who better then the "Man about

this endeavor be
visor?

Mac," John Ford. The club already has big
plans and after only being recognized for
a
short we have big plans including;
events being catered such as the Softball
Tournament

for

the

Hurricane

Relief

The

Amber Waves

by Dave T. Phipps

Trivia Test Answers

HALLGWEEN

Extravaganza
2 BIG SHGWS
SUNDAY, ©CTCBER 3©
Farrell Had Theater

(From pg 4)

1. "The Sound of Music"

2. 1970
3.

Fortune-telling

4.

Sophie Tucker

5.

Roger Williams

6. Robinson
7.

Lumberjack

8. Vermont

£:©©PM
9. Back entrance

Flglng Cat Circas

10. Carole

King

The Werfd's Funniest Circus

Sketch

Cemedg, Stand-Up Cemedg,
Freak shew S Magic

MCNBAY, CCTCBER 31
Farrell Hall Theater
*:©©PM

dGHN ZAFFIS
The Ghost Hunter
persenaf sterles ef
experiences with the paranermal

Came here «Jahnrs

D 2005

by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
World

rights reserved.

By Kim Wolven
I may not have lived nearly a full life and
I can't even say that I've experienced a lot

2. You better go

along with life continu¬
ing to strive for your ultimate goal and all
the little ones along the way too. One day
you might wake up old and miserable be¬
cause you are not living the life you
wanted for yourself. You then may realize
that too much time has passed and you
have wasted all your chances. Live the life

life. However, I have learned from
mistakes and from others. I have taken
all that I could have from every experi¬
ence of mine and from my family. The
past year and a half has been tough on my
family but I have definitely learned some

in my
my

valuable life lessons. I wanted to share
what I have learned, and I
"lessons" of mine can help

throw

you want, never
want for you.

hope that these
others.

anything at

the life

someone

else may

people have more than one face,
and many, many inner workings to them.
Every individual person has so much in¬
side them, so many depths that even if
you've known them for what seems like
forever, you still may not know all that
makes them who they are. Most people
aren't who they try to come off as.

3. Most

Some¬
times a whole lot at once. And you can't
control what happens to you, all that you
can control is how you handle it. Usually
when you think you can't take any more,
you'll find yourself the strongest at the
last possible moment. Have faith in your¬
self that you are strong enough to out live
your weakest downfall, but don't be afraid
can

seek

help from loved ones. You know
the saying, what doesn't kill you, only
makes you stronger, well this only applies
if you truly learn from the experience.

to

Life's Lessons

1. Life

6
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you.

Student

4. Flaws

the best of people. You may

are

exactly like what they are, but be it
funky mole, thick ankles, or a weird
birthmark, or whatever it may be, they are
what make you who YOU are. You
should embrace these little flaws for they
set you apart from the rest.
not

some

bring the best out of
people. They prove strength and integrity.
BUT can also show you whose "family"
and who is really there for you. A good
friend knows when you need them, will
step in to lend a hand or a shoulder to cry
on even without asking them to.
5.

Hard times

can

Family is family. Family is always
drop of a hat would do
anything for you. In a time of need, family
will pull together and support one another.
Your family and loved ones are the people
who will get you through hard times and
rejoice with you through the good. Don't
ever turn your back on these people be¬
cause believe me; you will need them.
6.

there and in the

Programming Board Attends the

NACA Mid Atlantic Conference
Programming Board(SPB)
E-board, and their advisor attended the
NACA Conference on Thursday October
6th. This year the SPB members attended

was

the Mid Atlantic conference in Lancaster,

we

Pennsylvania. It
educational

was

three full days of

sessions, show

cases,

and

marketplaces. The educational session
topics varied from how to get more peo¬
ple involved in activities, how to keep
students active, and student government,

Congratulations to Fine Arts for first place at
the activities fair. Keep up the good work!

other topics. These ses¬
sions were very helpful and gave the eboard many great ideas to bring back to
Delhi. Also, it made many of us realize
how structured our school is compared to
most colleges in our region and how
much better our programming is. Along
with receiving ideas, we also gave our
input which we hope will benefit other
colleges as well.
along with

many

this

group called III Natural,
they consisted of 2 male signers, a fe¬
male, and a DJ. They put on a great per¬

The Student

formance. The Black Violins
have-

music

leges getting together and watching edu¬
speakers, comedians, poets, and
bands. There was this one great speaker
about alcohol awareness who spoke
about his mishaps with alcohol and how
cational

he

now

has

a

on

activities fair and

were

not

the

greatest we've ever seen, but some others

Kenny Alywin Jaymee, Ryan, and Luann, AKA "Mom", show their
support at the activities fair. They would also like
,

,

to thank all the clubs that attended.

saw

Percussion how

tarist from the Buffalo

area.

We

were

sitting in the front row the evening he
performed. Scott began to play his first
song when he announced, "this song is
about

a

small town called Delhi."

We

shocked at first and then

began
favorite NACA mu¬
sician. He actually wrote a song about
Delhi, it was great!
were

cheering for

our new

marketplace? The marketplace
with all differ¬
ent performers and agencies. They gave
out free stuff to promote their acts, or
samples to listen to. Performers gave
autographs and promoted themselves as
has

a

rows

of tables set up

well.

better life without alcohol.

Some of the comedians

Student Senate E-board;

act

was an

before, they play rap
the violins. Anyone who went

never seen

Recycled
they can blow the house
away and they did so when they per¬
formed at NACA. Saving the best act for
last is Scott Celeni, he is an acoustic gui¬

to the

What is
Showcases consisted of all of the col¬

one

Our

good friend, and fre¬
quent performer at Delhi, Robert Kelly
performed and of course he was as funny
as always. As for the bands it was very
interesting to see some of them. There
were awesome.

Overall, the trip and the conference

We got to see a lot of
great performers we want to bring to
were

great.

Delhi and

we

both students

got to learn a lot about

programming and show

business.

STAN SMITH'S TENNIS CLASS
Don't be afraid to

COT IT?
Like

an

outfielder in

baseball, when you're

playing doubles and
there's a lob in the air,
if there is any doubt,
call out who is

supposed to get it.

talk

on

the court.

Communication is
crucial. Shout for

your partner to try
for a ball if you
know you can't
reach it. Just try to

yell "yours" as soon
as possible!
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Escape
By Eric Turkell

So Beautiful

By Matt Santoro
Look at this
Her beautiful

as

Is

deep and dark, I get lost
for days
dime piece body got me all in a
daze

Long legs that look good bottom to top
She's the kind of girl to make your
breathing stop
Her hair is like

silk, her skin looks

poem

so

by you're forced to

To look at it

inside
Her last love treated her bad and used to

yell until she cried
I want to show her that she's beautiful

so

All the

It's

and just

our

In

our

By Eric Turkell
more

than

a

word

When you

feel like nothing else
Leaving everything to chance
Letting adventure slip away
more

It is

It is how

than

a

But in

minds

our

this isn't right
fighting
good fight

we

hearts

It is

a

more

It is

much

an

than

a

us.

pain that leaves these

Now it's the

He

talking
lonely path
walking

she did what

more

than

more

than

more

than

happiness always

a

a

a

more

word

word

a

we

word

a

word

caring has ended

that you sit alone in the dark
It means that you are just waiting for
means

the end

sky and ask questions

know, Pain is Love

Too Much Talk

Ryan Williams
Words get switched up
Most of it is hear say
He is

"gay" or they had "sex"
Who really cares?
It is their life right?
It may start out harmless
A guy and girl cuddle one night
Within two days story is changed
Goes from them cuddling
To having sex in the shower
Why do people care?
Why does it get so twisted?
If you want to know ask the people
Stop Spreading rumors
Once Day you will regret it

touch of red

sounds of led

zeppelin

the who the dead

nothing rhymes with orange
rolling New York hills
so much breeze through my hair
some many faces past my eyes
in these

When

jewel of my youth
sprawl
for passing you by
thumb leveled on winding
roads singing, I am free
I am young I am wild
memories of a

one cow

town

puts my head in the clouds

plants

my

feet

on

the ground

starts one about you

pointless and stupid!
and stop the rumors!!!

are

Grow up

thousands of miles

Hail hail urban

someone

Rumors

from my dreams I hear your cries
Oh Delhi; succulent crisp

seems to come

than

Now you

misty morning palisades
babbling brook cold spring
heavy merge ahead
flowing willows weep
fall foliage treats
hues of purple

-

that

are

to above

By Stephen Barry

and go

means

hearts

always know
they were going to do
We didn't listen now we're playing the
or

Winding Roads Singing

escape

If that is what you make it?
If there is no one to help

It

our

was

This is what he had to say:

over

Useless is

scars

People talk too much

word

Going through the motions
Remaining unsure of the next step
Looking for saving in all places

It

hard

We didn't listen when the brain

Stephen Barry, a graduate of SUNY
D^lhi in 1986 wrote to us and said that
he just recently passed through Delhi
after 20 years. Having been a liberal
arts graduate, he thought that it might
be proper to share a few words with

feel pressured
Leaving it for someone else
Coming close to breaking away

When

try to make it fit

fool

When you

Useless is

we

too

Now it's

Trying to let the past blackout
Leaving the future unsure
You are a muse, an escape in itself
Sitting in the dark, looking for the light
What makes it so easy, but yet so hard
Let the end be a new beginning
With every breath a new start

way to freedom
Leaving all motivation behind

Useless is

know that it's not

It is the easy way out

a

Useless is

us

coming natural, we're trying

strong

word

feeling
It is a thought
you show your true colors

Useless is

way?
but yet

still stay

signs tell

Don't look to the

Useless is

seems wrong

be her friend

Useless

Useless is

feel this

worth it

It's not

means so

us

hearts that thinks we're
the

again
slow, put my feelings aside

I'll take it

everything
we

Escape
Alone it stands

is she don't feel beautiful

When

Fill in the gaps to bring me peace
Read the words and remember

watch every move
The sad part

a

I need that savior

smooth
When she walks

What is it that makes

in itself
A single word
A world of opportunity
Don't go gentle in your journey
Let your destiny flow
How will you handle it?
Do you sit back and wither away
Is it to late to be pulled back

Her eyes are

That

By Matt Santoro

Escape

fine as can be
smile keeps staring at me
girl,

Pain Is Love

Like to write

poems?

I Want
Likeother
writing
songs?
people
to read |
I Want your
work?
people
to see how n
11

you feel about things?
Summit your poems to the

Campus Voice Today!
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Domestic Violence Awareness Week
By Eric A. Johanns, Health Educator, Health Services

ing to place oneself in the proximity

An act of domestic violence occurs

with domestic violence.

They

ex¬

pressed anger and frustration from
having to travel between the differ¬
ent agencies and being limited on
pants received from Judge Becker.
physical violence in the home at a
their available options. Though
rate of 20 per hour. Even among
At that point the simulation then be¬ many students stated that they
college students, 22 percent report
would not tolerate such violence
gan with each participant receiving
having experienced physical vio¬
lence in one or more dating relation¬ an "abuse happens" card along with they understood how embarrass¬
the description of a typical domestic ment, low self-esteem, inadequate
ships. These statistics are most
finances, or a desire to keep the
meaningful when imagining the rav¬ violence incident and a Band-Aid
symbolically representing the abuse. family together may prove as obsta¬
aging experience of domestic vio¬
cles for a victim to permanently
At the bottom of each card options
lence. Here on-campus Tuesday
were offered such as to either for¬
leaving an abusive situation. It was
evening, October 19th, "In Her
learned that victims may not have
Shoes" the reality based simulation give and forget, seek family and
many options. They may be appre¬
sponsored by Safe Against Violence friends, or maybe call upon a do¬
hensive to report the abuse because
mestic violence relief advocate.
and The Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault Awareness Coalition From there desks were set up on the of the simple fact that they truly
want their relationship to work.
1 st, 2nd, and 3rd floors of the
of Delaware County was experi¬
every 15 seconds and in New York
State a person is victimized by

of a domestic violence perpetrator
was the lasting impression partici¬

enced. In attendance

Evenden Tower that included all the

were

many

Though it was realized that most
people will not experience domestic

SUNY Delhi students who received

available

a

glimpse of what it's like being in
the shoes of a victim during the af¬

tance.

termath of domestic violence.

guide the victims nor tell them
where to go but merely provide rea¬
sonable options where further assis¬

The program

offered three one-hour
simulation opportunities scheduled
for small groups to take on the iden¬
tity of a victim who would then
have to literally meander through
the different options available after
a domestic violence episode such as
receiving shelter, filing police
charges, visiting the hospital, at¬
tending court proceedings, etc. all
presented in the unfamiliar and of¬
ten confusing way that truly takes
place in reality. Each simulation
session began with words by Dela¬
ware County Court Judge Carl
Becker who emphasized that do¬

tance

opportunities of assis¬

But

no one was

there to

could be attained. Several

clear that everyone
will know someone who has experi¬
violence it

was

enced it firsthand.

We,

as

the

sup¬

port network for victims of domes¬
tic violence, do play an important
role by being unconditional, non-

scenarios had the victims return
home many

times to unfortunately
reexperience the episodes of contin¬ judgmental advocates for the victim.
ued abuse as is often the case in real Our responsibility is to direct the
victims to the appropriate agencies
life where the victim will return an
average of almost a dozen times be¬ where trained professionals sea¬
soned at dealing with the issues of
fore finally removing themselves
domestic violence can provide the
totally from the abusive situation.
assistance that is so desperately
The simulation session ended after
needed. Domestic violence victims
about 40 minutes of exploration in
which all the possible options were often feel scared and isolated and
exhausted either by the victim con¬ the most important action that we
can take is to let them know that is
stantly returning home, surviving
not their fault and that there are ser¬
and leaving the perpetrator, or hav¬
ing an appointment made for them vices and professionals available to
at the funeral home.
mestic violence affects everyone
help. For anyone seeking more in¬
formation or assistance regarding an
from all walks of life and all ages.
He stated that it was the exception
Afterwards, all participants met on abusive relationship, you can come
to Counseling & Health Services in
and not the rule that these domestic the seventh floor for the debriefing
Foreman Hall, or can contact the
violence incidents are resolved with of their experiences reflecting on
local domestic violence organiza¬
the victim's perspective having just
a single trip to the courthouse.
tion (Safe Against Violence) at 746been given the opportunity to walk
Sadly, he went on to mention that
domestic violence is increasing and "in her shoes." Students stated that 6278.
highly correlated with drug and al¬ the simulation pointed out the diffi¬
culties of being alone and dealing
cohol abuse. The advice of avoid¬
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